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IMPROVING STANDARDS IN YOUR SECTOR
INDUSTRIAL
Concerned primarily with the manufacturing of finished 

goods, many of the industries in this sector require factories 

and machinery to convert raw materials into a final product.

An inevitable consequence of this manufacturing is the 

creation of waste materials that can cause environmental 

problems or pollution if a facility is not properly maintained.

Cleaning in this environment is done on a large scale and 

therefore requires the use of appropriately robust tools. It 

involves the removal of both wet and dry debris, thorough 

cleaning of hard floors and sometimes intricate machinery 

and pipework.

Business owners in this sector are tasked with keeping 

processing costs to a minimum in order to maintain profit 

levels whislt ensuring reasonable prices for the consumer. 

As a manufactuer, Hill Brush understands the concerns 

of this sector and offers a vast product range to suit all 

applications and budgets.
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To find out more about any of the featured products and the other revolutionary ranges, 
visit our website, download our catalogues or get in touch for your FREE copy by post.
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JUST A SELECTION OF SOME OF THE IDEAL PRODUCTS FOR YOUR SECTOR...

n102 n6 nnNO 27mm

Medium Platform Broom
H5/5
Bassine fill. Wooden stock.
Ideal for: Large surface areas; 
warehouses/industrial use; dry.
Size: 610 x 75mm

n89 n6 nnNO 27mm

Soft Platform Broom
H4/5
Natural coco fill. Wooden stock.
Ideal for: Sweeping dust in large, 
dry areas.
Size: 610 x 75mm

Stiff Platform Broom
H13/5
Green PVC fill. Wooden stock.
Ideal for: Large surface areas; 
warehouses, industrial use; wet or dry.
Size: 610 x 75mm

n89 n6 nnNO 27mm 0.95mmnPVC n75 n12 nnNO 24mm

Soft Sweeping Broom
7P
Natural coco fill. Plain wooden stock. 
Ideal for: Sweeping dry, dusty surfaces; 
commercial/household/industrial.
Size: 300 x 65mm

n75 n12 nnNO 24mm

Medium Sweeping Broom
14P
Bassine fill. Plain wooden stock.
Ideal for: Very large surface areas; 
industrial use; wet or dry.
Size: 300 x 65mm

n48 n12 nTO

Stiff Replacement Head for 824
D82
Union fill. Wooden stock. 

Ideal for: Wet; household/industrial.

Suitable Handle: TH48/1

Size: 229 x 61mm

n140 n6 nnT+ 27mm

Stiff Yard Broom
B25
Pure sherbro bass fill. Double hole 

wooden stock with waxed ends.
Ideal for: Yards/stables; wet or dry. 
Size: 330 x 89mm

nPVCn128 n6 nnT+ 27mm 1.27mm

Stiff Yard Broom
P12
Red PVC fill. Double hole wooden stock 

with waxed ends. 
Ideal for: Building sites; wet or dry debris.
Size: 330 x 89mm

n70 n12

Medium Banister Brush
W002
Bassine fill. Wooden stock.
Ideal for: Removing medium-heavy 
particles from most surfaces; industrial.
Size: 281 x 53mm

n36 n12 nTO

Stiff Deck Scrub
W003
Bassine fill. Plain wooden stock.

Suitable Handle: TH48/1
Ideal for:  Wet or dry, outdoor or indoor.
Size: 229 x 61mm
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Trim Length Pack Quantity - cannot be split  For Both Nail & Threaded Handles For Threaded Handles ONLY

For Nail Handles ONLY Handle Diameter  PVC Fill

n 24mm

n 24mm


